Integrated solutions. Real Results.
At SwainSmith, we understand the challenges facing large-scale equipment and
infrastructure management operations. Since 1997, we have been helping clients
increase reliability, reduce risk, and minimize cost through improved asset management.

Our clients get real results because we integrate
the five keys to asset management success:
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Solutions
APPROACH
SwainSmith solves clients’ asset management challenges by establishing a
holistic “management system” for the
organization’s physical assets.
An asset management system provides
a structure and direction for how the
organization manages its equipment and
infrastructure. It formalizes practices,
policies, roles and responsibilities, data
conventions, and more — turning a
chaotic operation into a disciplined one.
ISO 55000 and other standards agree
that management systems (sometimes
called “models” or “programs”) are the #1
best practice for operations that rely
heavily on their physical assets.
Our management systems integrate all
five of the key elements that drive asset
management success to create a
comprehensive solution for physical
asset management.

Organization & Management
Policy, Objectives, Strategy; Roles & Responsibilities

Best Practices
Work Management, Storeroom, Procurement

EAM Software Systems
World-Class EAM Products, EAM Implementation Services

EAM Data Development
Equipment Master, Material Master, Coding Libraries

Performance Measurement
KPI Development, Auditing, Gap Analysis

TOOLSET
SynergyTM is a complete, best-practice
system for asset management. It contains
over 300 proven practices that can be
customized to fit your organization,
providing a solid foundation (and a jumpstart) for your asset management system.

Results
Deliver on business objectives.
Make sure your physical assets are helping you achieve
your business goals. Manage risks and improve
productivity – without hurting your bottom line.

Increase uptime, reduce costs.

Clean, efficient storerooms.

Maximize the value of your assets with SwainSmith’s
proven system. Our clients typically see a 3–5% increase
in uptime while reducing MRO costs by as much as 25%.

A complete solution for your MRO materials
management operation. Get the right part to the right
place at the right time – every time.

Rich EAM data at your fingertips.

Demonstrate good stewardship.

Great asset data depends on three factors: software
configuration, master data, and business practices. Our
system optimizes all three to get your EAM software
producing rich, actionable information.

Insurance companies, regulators, and stakeholders
value SwainSmith’s management systems approach
because it provides assurance that the company’s
assets are in good hands.

Request an on-site gap analysis.
Are you ready to improve your asset management operation? SwainSmith’s gap analysis is a great
place to start. Identify gaps between your current operation and industry best practices, then get a
customized roadmap to help you prioritize your improvement initiative.
Call us at 615-567-8112 to get started.

Sample Gap Analysis Scoresheet

Your challenges.
Your EAM software system doesn't deliver usable information. Your processes
aren't defined or executed in a disciplined manner. Your MRO supply chain is costly
and inefficient. Your technicians spend their time reacting to problems instead of
preventing them.

Solved.
Optimize your asset management operation with industry-accepted best practices
and world-class EAM software systems. Contact us today to see how you can
improve performance, minimize cost, and access great asset information.

615-567-8112

info@swainsmith.com

http://www.swainsmith.com/

2550 Meridian Blvd Ste 200
Franklin, TN 37067

